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By Ashley Kath-Bilsky

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New.
Elissa Marie (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.WHISPER IN THE WIND, a sensuous Historical Time Travel Romance by best-selling author
Ashley Kath-Bilsky. A Windswept Texas Romance. When 21st century Molly Magee is suddenly swept
back in time, she finds herself in the Old West with gunslingers, high stakes gamblers, Victorian
ideology toward women, and a Pinkerton detective named Jordan Blake. As she tries to
understand what happened to her and find a way home, danger awaits at every turn. Survival is a
daily challenge, but it s a hundred times worse when--to avoid answering questions from a
persistent and seductive Pinkerton--she fakes amnesia. She soon realizes the biggest threat of all is
the one Jordan Blake poses to her heart. Jordan Blake has lost everyone he s ever loved. As a
Pinkerton detective and former Texas Ranger, Jordan has become a cynic about people and justice.
Ready to walk away from a life that has lost its meaning, he never knew that a prayer whispered in
the wind would bring him an angel of mercy, and a love he d never hoped to find....
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not simple to begin on reading but really enjoyable to read through. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth
reading. You may like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Demetrius Buckridge-- Demetrius Buckridge

This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50 % in the pdf. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Curtis Bartell-- Curtis Bartell
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